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taylor started red working on songs in the first half of 2019, and it eventually became clear that there were plenty more to come. so she took the
plunge, recording her first album since 2012s speak now with producers jeff bhasker, max martin, shellback and jack antonoff. while the album was
being mixed, she pushed to complete a handful of tracks she felt needed the most time. most notably, the title track red arrived with a surprising
collaboration from rapper big sean, who contributes the raw and propulsive backing vocals. she enlisted antonoff to round out the song on piano, and a
common refrain was emerging: she wanted to see how they would interpret a song about love and longing as an adult. the album celebrates the one-
year anniversary of what red proved to be one of the best songs from the album. the title track red will be featured on the red deluxe version, a record-
shattering 27 minutes that sees the majority of the chorus sung by the rapper. the track expertly combines swifts pop-chart credentials with her
newfound love of quirky electronic sounds, and it gives the title track a cinematic quality that is unfortunately lacking in the other songs on the album.
the lead single me! — on which swifts songwriting was especially strong — also had a great result. swifts vocals are just as vibrant and big, but the song
has a lighter, more fun approach, and it uses swifts immense knack for writing hooks for other singers to shine. the songs biggest success so far is
probably the archer with its weighty, melancholy chords and swifts powerhouse vocals.
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while not the most honest of tracks, the lyrics are poignant. even in the midst of the breakdown, swift admits that she has no reason to hate her ex,
which is entirely possible given that she was clearly not well and the break up came so soon after her divorce from tom hiddleston. instead, she just
wants to move on and that is all she can do. listen to the song and youll believe her. it is common for artists to re-record an album after a time lapse,
and swift is no exception. i understand why her team is erasing the riffs and instead speeding up and refining the arrangement, but i dont understand
why shes re-recording the vocals. it feels like im trying to achieve a certain sound and im chasing a ghost because i cant re-find that feeling. it sounds

like i was chasing the wrong thing. while the new version of all too well is more polished, the new version of i know im not the only one is not. it feels like
im trying to re-create something that never existed. its bizarre that swift is relying on total strangers to fill out parts of the album, but in a way, its

actually a better way to deal with it. the album opens with the intro from swift, which is a video of her and her friends taking a roadtrip and its a playful
and creative project. the highlight is the irrepressible bridgers on lead vocals and her three-minute piano performance of a girl hes not yet a woman,
which is a big show of support for her fellow female singer-songwriters. i was always interested in swifts story. i wanted to see how someone who had

experienced such success could turn around and be so publically honest about the things that had happened in her life. i want to know more about that
person, because thats what her songs are about. i just wish her story wasnt so dark. 5ec8ef588b
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